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Some Motivating Examples



Prediction

• Based a training set of labeled objects, what is this unlabeled object?
• Ideally using validation and tuning.
• Always probabilistic: the unlabeled is a zero with probability 98.2%.  



Evaluation

• What is the effect of this drug?
• Randomize the unrandomized over a treatment.
• Double-blind experimentation: observation does not affect outcome.
• Ideally probabilistic (but almost always is not).



Similarity (Absent a Biological Model)

• Given some massive genome data, are there “disease” clusters?



This Talk

• Given my risk appetite and cash constraints, can I make money?



Two Images: You Tell Me



Image One



Image Two



Image One: A One-Dimensional Random Walk



Image Two: AAPL (2012)



Some Background on Modern Finance

• Bachelier (1900) proposes that stock prices are a random walk.
• Not quite because prices cannot be negative.
• But changes in prices can be positive or negative.  

• As equity markets developed, individual stocks traded on exchanges.
• Think NASDAQ and tech stocks.

• Emergence of portfolios that include equities, bonds, and cash.
• Diversification is key. 
• Reduce risk for a given level of positive return (positive price changes). 



Interesting Use Case for Machine Learning

• But data science requires, among other things, …
• Real-world data.

• Data on prices are among the oldest data series that exist.
• Originally, very low frequency.
• Now tick data are generated on the range of a microsecond.
• Faster than you can click ”Like”.



Wave One: 
Theory and Testing











Arbitrage Portfolio Theory (APT) 

• Costlessly adjust components of portfolios, relative to a benchmark.
• If true, linear regression may be an ideal representation.
• Slope captures non-diversifiable risk, given the benchmark.
• Greater or less than one?

• Bias term captures ”talent” of active management, given non-
diversifiable risk.
• Greater or less than zero?





Wave Two: Prediction
Surely Deep Learning Will Improve on Regression



Give the Machines a Break!

Source: Savage and Vo, 2017



Try Something Different: 
Deploy Bayes

Within This Framework, Examine Something Meaningful



Some Code



Some Results



Evaluate Something Meaningful

• What is joint probability that alpha (bias term) is > 0 while beta (slope 
term) is <= 1?
• In this use case, Bayesian approach allows us to evaluate this directly.
• Pr(alpha) > 0: 97.2%
• Pr(beta) <= 1: 19.5%
• Joint probability: 18.9%

• Implication?



Q&A


